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Non objectives

We will not

● Learn secret formula that will lead to success to all students
● Become experts on Kahoot overnight
We will:

1. **K**ahoot for formative assessment learn
2. **A**n experience: playing it. Have it
3. **H**ave fun
4. **O**ngoing learning, will be engage in
5. **O**n Hands experience :) Together
6. **T**ry it for ourselves + 3 Key takeaways
Have it handy :)
Today’s plan

Intro
Play with it
Create one together Part 1
  Break - Video from Steven from Kahoot: Edu account
Create one together Part 2
BR create one with your team
Come back: we all play one (Random/Volunteer)
Q&A
POLL (3 questions)
Poll
Kahoot vs Kahoot
I have a Kahoot account
I have a Kaboot EDU account
I have Kahoot but I do not know what account I have
I do not have a Kahoot account

I use Kahoot
Often
Sometimes
Never

I know formative assessment is Not summative, the one with no feedback
The one with feedback
I have no idea what it is
Word cloud-Day of the Dead

https://www.menti.com/6gcj4tczpd
Cultural competence vs Cultural humility

“Cultural competency implies that one can function with a thorough knowledge of the values and beliefs of another culture, while cultural humility acknowledges that it is impossible to be adequately knowledgeable about cultures other than one's own”.

“Humility denote a willingness to accurately assess oneself and one’s limitations, the ability to acknowledge gaps in one’s knowledge, and an openness to new ideas, contradictory information, and advice”.
How you say things matter
Let’s play

kahoot.it

Day of the Dead-Kahoot! for formative assessment

shorturl.at/yBHUY
Ideas to create a KFA

shorturl.at/rGP39
RANDOM SELECTION: we choose one and play
Key Take Away 1
Key Take Away 2
Key Take Away 3
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